
Blacknote Bring Incredible Quality to the
eCigarette Industry
Blacknote are raising the bar of the eCigarette industry with high quality, sophisticated products for
tobacco connoisseurs.

NEW YORK, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, February 24, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
eCigarette industry is swamped with brands trying to fight for their slice of pie. Blacknote is not the
average eCigarette brand as they have carved out a name in the industry for quality, sophistication,
and decadence. Blacknote understand that those choosing eLiquids are looking for an experience
similar to that of smoking real cigarettes. Instead of making the brand attractive to younger people,
with synthetic flavours and colourings, Blacknote have concentrated on the eminence of the actual
tobacco leaf and many virgina blends.
The eLiquids have connotations of music, with names such as Prelude. Customers can choose the
eLiquid akin to their usual blend, and enjoy varying strengths of tobacco, making this a high quality
alternative to smoking real cigarettes.

Nowhere else is the packaging and the quality of the products so decadent, as Blacknote oozes style,
superiority and refinement. Blacknote is the eLiquid for grown ups.

Customers can choose from
•	Prelude
•	Forte
•	Sonata
•	Legato
•	Solo
•	Quartet

These range from Kentucky tobacco blends to a menthol e-Juice. Each one is packaged in a sturdy,
cylindrical box that looks great on a shelf. The notes of the e-juice are refreshingly familiar, promising
the hit one would associate with a real eCigarette.

Alongside the quality of the product, Blacknote are keen to point out that no nasty chemicals are
added. In fact, they make their lab report readily available for anyone looking to discover what is
exactly in these prominent eLiquids. The flavours are extracted naturally from the tobacco plant,
promising the most natural smoking experience without any of the tar.

Their commitment to providing real flavours ensures the products appeal to smokers looking for an
alternative to real cigarettes. They do not appeal to teens, or people trying to banish sweet cravings
with a cocktail mix. Macerated while cold, Blacknote’s process for extracting the tobacco ensures the
full flavour stays in place. There really is no better eLiquid for the discerning adult.

The Blacknote website says, “We use a six to eight week proprietary cold maceration process that
does not introduce heat to the extraction process, This is known as the very best method of extracting
delicate tobacco essences, thus creating a softer, more nuanced extract, one that more closely
preserves the signature flavors notes of each of our tobacco blends.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.blacknote.com


Cold Maceration provides the truest, most robust tobacco flavor, allowing the flavor notes to mellow
and mingle, creating a complex tasting experience, featuring subtle notes that are otherwise lost in
heat-driven processes.
Even our menthol blend uses natural mint oils extracted through the same cold extraction process,
with no artificial mint “flavor,” which means all you get is a clean, refreshing taste with no chemical
aftertaste.”

Blacknote have received plenty of positive reviews already along with accreditation from Sunday
Woman Magazine and The Consumer Voice 

For more information and to see the lab report please visit http://www.blacknote.com
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